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Talking to Your Neighbors About Firewise

B

ehavioral science research shows that once people understand there is something they can do to reduce their
vulnerability to wildfire, they are more apt to act. NFPA’s Firewise Communities/USA® program is an important step to
teaching homeowners how to adapt to living with wildfire.

Neighbors helping neighbors

The program goal is to reduce the loss of lives, properties, and resources to wildland fire by building and maintaining
communities in a way that is compatible with our natural surroundings. One of the most important things Firewise
Communities/USA participants learn is neighbors can help neighbors and they are often inextricably linked together in their
wildfire safety solutions.
Landowners understandably prefer to make choices related to their surroundings. But we often believe there’s nothing we
can do, that wildfire mitigation is too difficult or prohibitively expensive. Firewise Communities/USA provides up-to-date
information for homeowners and communities to help change this situation. Residents who participate in the Firewise
process create an action plan that commits them to a sustained program of wildfire mitigation, which is generally both
physically doable and cost-effective. Ultimately, by creating your own plan, you’ll be able to develop unique solutions to your
wildfire mitigation challenges.

Resources

Firewise provides a discussion template to assist you in starting a dialogue with neighbors about the benefits of adopting the
Firewise program in your area. Our User Reference Guide to the Firewise Communities/USA Recognition Program (PDF, 1.5
MB) provides additional facts about Firewise participation and community benefits. It also provides applications, references
and resources you need to begin the process. This and other brochures and materials can be found in our online catalog. In
addition, the Firewise Communities Program publishes a quarterly, informative newsletter called Firewise Communities: The
How To Newsletter and our plant lists are filled with lots of great tips and tools to help generate landscaping ideas for around
your home.

By working together, we can make a difference.

Resourse: Firewise Communities Online News copyright 2014 NFPA
http://firewise.org/usa-recognition-program/talking-to-your-neighbors-about-firewise.aspx?sso=0

New Firewise Contractor

T

his year, we hired a new contractor, K T Services,
to clean alongside the roads up to 6 feet away
from the banks and above the roads to a height
of 15 feet. As you can see from the photos, the job looks
fantastic! While we can continue to pay a contractor for
this work each year as needed to be Firewise compliant,
the more that residents do along this line, the less we
have to pay a contractor to do. Don’t these roadsides
along Mountain Field Trail look gorgeous! And, they
help fire prevention by increasing the ability of the road
to be a fire-break as well as assure fire trucks the ability
to pass through as needed.

Firewise Work Day - Saturday, October 17th, 10:00 a.m Rain date: Sunday, October 18
Meet at Treehouse Place and Mountain Field Trail. Bring rakes, pruners, clippers and gloves for
ditch cleaning and canopy trimming. Join us! Your donation of time saves us money.
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“F

ire safety on……

fire hazards gone.”           ~Anonymous

New Water Vault!

H

orizons Village now has a new water vault situated in the circle at the
end of Mountain Field Trail. This vault was installed by Wintergreen Fire
and Rescue and paid for by the Virginia Department of Forestry Firewise
Program. The tank below ground holds 2500 gallons of water for use in fighting
fires within our community. As you can see in the photograph, there were a large
number of rocks taken out of the ground to make room for the vault. HVPOA
members are encouraged to drive by, load up on rocks and use them in their own
projects, such as gardens, or especially check-dams along their driveways or even
alongside HV roads. Once some rocks are taken, it will be appropriate to use the
$251.50 approved at the Annual Meeting to pretty-up the site. Anyone with ideas
on what to use that money for at this site are encouraged to contact the Firewise
Program (gwstrong@gmail.com).

We are on the Map!

H

ere is a link to an interactive map that allows folks to see where all the Firewise Communities are located.
The smaller map shows Firewise Communitites in Virginia, the larger area map shows Horizons Village.

http://firewise.org/usa-recognition-program/firewise-map.aspx
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